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LOUIS XVI STYLE FRENCH UPHOLSTERED OTTOMAN WITH FLUTED LEGS,
GILDED ACCENTS

$2,400
A French Louis XVI style wooden ottoman from circa 1900 with fluted tapering legs, gilded accents and muslin double welt
upholstery. Immerse yourself in the elegance of French design with this Louis XVI style wooden ottoman from circa 1900, a

piece that gracefully encapsulates the refined aesthetics and meticulous craftsmanship of the era. This ottoman, with its fluted
tapering legs, exquisite gilded accents, and muslin double welt upholstery, is a testament to the timeless allure and

sophistication of French interior design. The ottoman's legs are a work of art in themselves, beautifully fluted and tapering,
embodying the classic Louis XVI style known for its elegance and grace. The gilded accents, thoughtfully placed in the corners on
the knees above the legs, add a touch of opulence, their subtle shimmer enhancing the piece's overall allure. The muslin double
welt upholstery provides a clean and sophisticated finish, offering a serene and neutral canvas that complements a variety of

color schemes and interior styles. In a modern home, this French Louis XVI style ottoman serves as a versatile and elegant piece.
It can be used as additional seating in a living room, a refined accent in a bedroom, or a chic accessory in a dressing area. The
ottoman's understated design and neutral muslin upholstery make it a perfect match for various decor styles, adding a hint of

French elegance and a touch of historical charm to your interior. Whether used for seating, as a footrest, or purely as a
decorative element, this ottoman brings a sense of refined grace and sophistication to your living space.

Height: 16 in (40.64 cm)

Width: 27 in (68.58 cm)

Depth: 27 in (68.58 cm)

Seat Height: 16 in (40.64 cm)

SKU: A 4957
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